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In this paper we construct an infinite class of 3-designs and one 4-design by 
means of a generalization of the method of [l]. For the 3-designs of [2] and [3] 
k = 4. For those of [4] v  = q + 1 where q is a prime power. For our 3-designs 
v  - 1 is any odd divisor of ($) which is greater than 2k. Such designs will exist 
for every k not of the form 2’ or 2’ + 1. For none of these designs is u - 1 
a prime power. The 4-design constructed has parameters (u, k, A) = (18, 5, 4). 
1. PROPORTIONALITY VECTORS AND t-DESIGNS 
For a finite set Q let Ek(sZ) denote the class of k-subsets of 52. By a 
t  - (u, k, h) design we mean a pair (Q, 23), where ] Q ( = v, 2@ C Z&(Q) 
and each t-subset of D is contained in exactly h members of 9. S, , the 
group of permutations of fin, acts in a natural way on JQQ), Zj(Z,(Q)), 
&(Zj(.Z@))), etc. By the automorphism group A of (Q, g) we mean the 
stabilizer of 53 with respect to the action of S, . A method for constructing 
t-designs is to start with a group G, t-fold transitive on Sz, and let 9 be any 
proper orbit under G in &(Q) (see [4]). Our method will be based upon 
using orbits of a not so highly transitive group G. 
More generally, let G be any group acting on a. G decomposes &t(Q) 
into m orbits 0, ,..., O,, . By the t-proportionality vector of G on .Q we mean 
the m-tuple 
(I 'i I Y.**> I ‘772 I>* 
Now let d be any member of Zk(Q), t  < k < v - 1. We call (ul ,..., u,) 
the t-proportionality vector of A, where ui is the number of members of 
Oi contained in A. Let ~2 be the orbit of A under G. The number hi of 
members of 53 containing any ri E Oi is ui j 9 j/i Bi 1 . If h, = h, = ... = h,, 
then (~2, 9) is a t  - (u, k, h,) design. For this to take place it is necessary 
and sufficient that the t-proportionality vectors of G on Q and of A be 
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equivalent, i.e., one be a multiple of the other. Starting with G, our task 
is to choose ad with the correct t-proportionality vector. The smaller m is, 
the easier the task. Indeed, when m = 1, G is t-homogeneous and any A 
will do, provided G is not k-homogeneous. 
2. %DESIGNS FROM A WREATH PRODUCT GROUP 
Let u = 2n and Q = (01~ ,..., 01, , /I1 ,..., ,&}. Let G be the wreath 
product group of order 2%! realizable as the automorphism group of the 
partition 
Although G is not even doubly transitive, G decomposes Z;(Q) into only 2 
orbits. Let 0, be the orbit of (01~) PI, a.J and Lo, the orbit of (0~~) 01~) 01~). 
The 3-proportionality vector of G on J2 is (2n(n - l), 8(y)), which is 
equivalent to (I, $(n - 2)). For 2s d k < n let 
A@, s> = (011 >..., Olk--s > h ,..., fls>. 
For A(k, s), u1 = s(k - 2) and up = (i) - u1 . The orbit of A(k, s) under 
G yields a 3-design if 
uz - = 5 (n - 2). 
Ul 
This will hold provided 
1 k 
s 2 ( 1 
= 2n- 1. 
Hence, a 3-(u, k, h) design exists whenever v - 1 is an odd divisor of (3 
which is greater than 2k. The number of blocks will be 
and 
h = b (m 
If k > v/2, then the complementary design determined by 
A (u - k, f - k + s) 
$32a/Ir/2-6 
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will have block size less than v/2. The table lists v and k with v < 200 and 
k < (v/2). The h’s are omitted inasmuch as they become very large. For 
example h = 160 when v = 16. From the u and k in the table, b and X may 
be determined by the following equations: 
and 
s=Y!- k 
( 1 v-1 2’ 
n2 
2’ 
r = k - 2s, 
b = ( ; ) (” ; “) 2T, 
V k 
16 6 
22 7 
34 12 
36 15 
40 13 
46 10 
52 18 
56 11 
58 19 
64 28 
66 26 
70 24 
76 25 
- 
i 
V k V k V 
78 22 120 35 166 
86 35 124 42 166 
88 30 130 43 166 
92 14 134 57 172 
94 31 136 55 176 
96 20 142 48 178 
100 45 144 66 184 
106 15 146 30 186 
106 21 148 49 188 
106 36 154 18 190 
112 37 156 31 196 
116 46 160 54 196 
118 27 162 70 196 
k 
- 
45 
55 
66 
19 
50 
60 
61 
75 
34 
28 
40 
66 
91 
3. A 4-(18, 5,4) DESIGN 
Let 52 = {co} u GF(q), q a prime power. Let G be the group of linear 
fractional transformations 
w ---f (au + b)/(cw + 4 
acting triply transitively on Q. Let Q* = 1;2 N {co, 0, 11, and let 
r, = {co,O, 1, a} for (uoQ *. Clearly every r in ,X4(D) is equivalent to, 
i.e., lies in the same orbit with, some r, since G is triply transitive. For 
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01, /3 E 8* call 01 and /3 equivalent if I’,, and r, lie in the same orbit. This 
defines an equivalence relation on Q* with equivalence classes C, ,..., C, . 
Now let Qi denote the orbit of those r which are equivalent to r, , OL E Ci . 
Since 1 Ci 1 is the number of members of L”i which contain {co, 0, l}, and 
since G is triply transitive, the 4-proportionality vector of G on G is 
equivalent to 
(I Cl I 2 I c2 I >..‘3 I cm I>. 
Investigating the Ci is best accomplished by considering cross-ratio. For 
~~,...,~~6Qlet 
For x E G, we have [w,x ,..., W*X] = [wX ,..., wJ. Also if the element 
y of G is defined by 
w - h 3 W2 2 W3 2 WI 
then y sends the ordered quadruple (wl ,..., wq) into (co, 0, 1, a), where 
a = [WI )...) w&l. Since the set {wl ,..., wq} may be ordered in 24 ways, we 
may ask which values the cross-ratio may assume. Equivalently, which 
values may the cross-ratio of (co, 0, 1,011 assume ? Clearly, permuting the 
arguments by members of the 4-group preserves cross-ratio. Thus, there 
are at most six distinct cross-ratios, and they may be obtained by fixing a 
and permuting the members of { co, 0, 11. Now 
and 
1 
Let 
[Go, l,O, c%] = 1 - cy. 
1 
U:W--tlpw 
V:w+l---w 
be permutations of Q*. Let H be the group of permutations of Q* gene- 
rated by U and V. Then His isomorphic (not permutation isomorphic) to 
the symmetric group S, . The six elements of H are 
1: w-+w, v: W’l - w, 
1 
~:--w’ uv: W’ 
W 
w--l’ 
1 
V?W-+l--) 
1 
u2v: W-f. 
W w 
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The classes Ci are now simply the orbits in Q* determined by the action 
of H. We may now determine 1 Ci / . For a! E Ci 
I Ci I = (H: F,) = 6/l F, I , 
where F, is the stabilizer of 01 in H. H has six subgroups, namely, 
H, (U>, (V), (lJV>, (U2V), and 1. We consider these six possibilities for 
the stabilizer F, of cy. 
CASE 1. F, = H. Here o1 = aU = aV, so 
In this case 3 j q and 01 = 2 = -1. 
C&E 2. Fa = (U>. Now 01 = &J, so 01 is a sixth root of unity. If 2 / q, 
then 01 is a cube root of unity; if not, then 01 is a primitive sixth root of 
unity and 3 r q. 
CUES 3,4,5. F, = (V), (UV> or (WV). If F, = (V>, then cy = & 
so 2 f q. Moreover, aU # (11 so 3 f q. Since (V), (UV), and ( U2V) are 
conjugate subgroups of H, the elements with these groups as stabilizers 
must be equivalent under H. In particular 
F,,, = (V), F, = (UV), F_, = (U2V). 
CASE 6. F, = 1. For every 01 not discussed above we have F, = 1. 
We pursue the case q = 17. We have 
C, = C&g, 1% 
C, = (3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15}, 
c, = (4, 5,7, 11, 13, 14). 
The 4-proportionality vector of G on 52 is thus equivalent to (1, 2,2). Let 
A = {co, 0, 1, 5, 16) (this choice of A was arrived at by trial and 
error). d contains five 4-subsets. Let us denote the transformation 
w  -+ (aw + b)/(cw + n) by the matrix 
a b ( 1 c d’ 
The following equations indicate in which orbit each of these subsets lies 
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(clearly this information can also be obtained by computing the five 
cross-ratios): 
{co, 1,5, 16}(; ::, = (00, l,O, 101 E 0,) 
{0,1,5,16}(1; 1;)={0,1,~,5)~03. 
We see that the 4-proportionality vector of A is (1,2,2), so a 4-(18, 5, A) 
design results. Let GA denote the stabilizer of d in G. Then 
and 
b = (G : GA) = 1 G j/l GA / = 4896/l GA j , 
X = b (i)/(y) = 8/l GA I . 
From the fact that GA is a 2-group it is not difficult to establish that 
GA = ((‘; :,)a 
Thus, / GA j = 2, h = 4, and b = 2448. 
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